
The Somerset® Camping 

Trailer’s extra wide, 

one-piece, self-storing 

screen door is the 

widest in the industry 

– allowing you to easily 

carry coolers and other 

items into your camper!

.060 gauge aluminum 

diamond plate front and 

rear body panels with 

recessed tail lights.

 

Rest assured that you will get a great night’s sleep on your 

Somerset® Camping Trailer’s 77-inch wide beds. Sunbrella 

302® tenting is permanently attached to the ends of the bed 

platforms’ full-perimeter aluminum bed rails for easier setup 

and increased safety.

6 feet 5 inches

24.5 inches

One-Piece Aluminum-Skinned Roof
All Somerset® Camping Trailers have a time-tested, one-

piece, seamless, .030 gauge aluminum-skinned, insulated 

roof that is folded on all four sides for added strength with-

out added weight. It is the only seamless roof in the industry 

and the only roof constructed completely free of wood. NO 

WOOD! NO SEAMS! NO PROBLEMS!

The roof is factory-prepped to accept a 

dealer-installed air conditioner. 

Attractive and Durable 

EXTERIOR
Sunbrella 302® Tenting

•	 Sectionalized,	marine-quality,	fire-retardant,	
Sunbrella 302® tenting encompasses the 

SOMERSET® Camping Trailer. Sunbrella 302® is 

durable	and	requires	no	treatments.	It	will	not	fade,	
mildew or rot like cotton or canvas tenting.

•	 Sunbrella	302® tenting is breathable and stays 

fresh. It won’t trap heat and moisture that leave a 

musty odor like vinyl or coated materials can.

•	 Sunbrella	302® tenting is strong, yet lightweight and 

it won’t shrink or stretch. It always fits perfectly.

Steel Body Panels 
Powder-coated, poly-textured, .030 

gauge	galvanized	steel	body	panels	are	
riveted directly to the trailer’s structural 

skeleton. This permits the trailer to flex 

due to road conditions. Most competitors 

rely on staples, screws, laminated wood 

framed side-walls and interior furniture 

for structure instead of a durable 

skeleton. Which means their body and 

furniture joints are prone to loosening 

and weakening, shortening the lifespan of 

the vehicle.

Spare tire

Patio light
110 Volt Outlet

Grill & Accessory Ready

Sand Shoes

Slide-out Entry Step

Alloy Wheels

The exclusive Posi-Lock™ POWER lift system 

makes	set	up	quick	and	easy.	

Storage trunk on 

the Grand Tour 

Utah and Evolution 

E2xts models.  

The Somerset®	Grand	Tour	Series	Utah	camping	trailer	shown	here.	Each	Somerset®	Camping	Trailer	model	has	a	unique	floor	plan	and	features.	Features	shown	here	may	not	be	included	in	all	models.	

*	Garage	and	trailer	sizes	vary.	Measure	your	garage	and	check	the	trailer	specifications	before	you	purchase	a	SOMERSET	Camping	Trailer.	Also	check	the	maximum	towable	weight	limit	of	your	towing	
vehicle in your towing vehicle’s owner’s manual.

Standard in most models, 

an awning can easily 

attach to a rail on the 

roof, allowing you to 

create your own shade 

anywhere you go. 

We’re back — better than ever!

Attached, self-storing bed support 

legs and the patented BackSaver™ 

bed support system allow for easy 

setup without bending or stooping.

Strong, durable Performax 500® floors 

will	not	warp,	buckle	or	delaminate.	Floors	
are under-coated with an Ovation Layer 

to create a protective, water-tight seal to 

guard against the elements.  


